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For a prime ideal P of a Noetherian ring R, Goldic defined in 17, 81 a 
localization Q of R at P. This localization is constructed as a subring of the 
inverse limit of the rings Q,,(R/P’“‘), where P(“) is the nth symbolic power 
of P. Note that R/P’“’ has an Artinian classical ring of quotients, which is 
denoted by Q,.,(R/P’“‘). The ring Q has been shown by Goldie to have the 
property that Q/J(Q) z Q,,(R/P) and fl?=, J(Q)’ = (0), where J(Q) is the 
Jacobson radical of Q. 
The inversive localization Rr,,, of R at P, introduced by Cohn in (61, is 
defined as follows. If r(P) denotes the set of matrices regular modulo P, then 
R T(,,j is the ring universal with respect to the property that all matrices in 
r(P) are invertible over R,.o,. It has been shown in [ 11 that RrcJ,, is 
universal with respect to the property that R I ,,,/J(R,.,,,) is naturally 
isomorphic to Q,,(R/P), and so there is a canonical mapping from R,-(,,, into 
Goldie’s localization Q. Theorem 2.4 shows that Q z R,,,,/T, where T is the 
intersection of powers of J(Rrc,,). Theorem 2.6 then characterizes Q as the 
ring universal with respect to the property that Q/J(Q) is naturally 
isomorphic to Q,,(R/P) and nz-, J(Q)” = (0). 
The results relating the two localizations depend on Theorem 1.4, which 
shows that if R is a left Noetherian ring with prime radical N, then R,(,,, is a 
left Artinian ring. In fact, R,.,,v, z Q,,(R/K), where K is the smallest ideal of 
R such that every element regular modulo N is also regular modulo K. This 
implies that R,(,, is left Artinian when P is a minimal prime ideal, and 
makes it possible to define the symbolic powers of any semiprime ideal. 
Comments at the end of the paper indicate how these results can be extended 
to rings with finite reduced rank (in the sense of 121). and thus the results 
hold for all rings with Krull dimension. 
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1. INVERSIVE LOCALIZATION AT THE PRIME RADICAL OF A RING 
It will be assumed throughout the paper that R denotes a left Noetherian 
ring. If S is a semiprime ideal of R, then the set of elements regular modulo 
S is defined as 
C(S) = {c E R / for any r E R, TC E S or CT E S implies r E S 1. 
An element m of the module RM is said to be C(S)-torsion if for each r E R 
there exists c E C(S) with crm = 0. The module M is said to be C(S)-torsion 
if each element of M is C(S)-torsion; it is said to be C(S)-torsionfree if for 
each 0 # m E M there exist YE R and c E C(S) with crm # 0. The class of 
C(S)-torsion modules determines a torsion radical, which has been studied in 
[ 3 ] for semiprime Goldie ideals of any ring. 
Let T(S) denote the set of all matrices C such that C belongs to the n x n 
matrix ring M,,(R) for some positive integer n, and the image of C in 
M,(R/S) is a regular element of the semiprime left Goldie ring M,,(R/S). 
This will be abbreviated by saying that C is regular modulo S. Note that 
C E T(S) if and only if the image of C is invertible under the canonical 
mapping from M,(R) into Q,,(M,(R/S)). 
An element m of module KM is said to be f(S)-torsion if m is an entry of 
a column vector x with entries in M such that Cx = 0 for some C E P(S). 
Note that f(S) is closed under products (when defined) and contains all 
permutation matrices. Thus it can be assumed that m is the first entry of x. 
The module M is said to be r(S)-torsion if each element is r(S)-torsion, and 
r(S)-torsionfree if it contains no f(S)-torsion elements. In 161, Cohn has 
shown that assigning to each module the submodule of r(S)-torsion elements 
defines an idempotent radical, although it need not be a torsion radical. In 
fact. by ( 1, Lemma 2.1 1, C(S) defines the largest torsion radical smaller than 
the radical defined by T(S). Furthermore. since R is left Noetherian, by II. 
Corollary 2.31 the two radicals coincide if and only if C(S) is a left Ore set. 
Proposition 1.1 essentially shows that the idempotent radical defined by T(S) 
is generated by the cyclic modules which are C(S)-torsion when mapped into 
the category of R/S-modules. 
PROPOSITION (1.1). Let S be a semiprime ideal of R, and let M be a left 
R-module. 
(a) The element m E M is r(S)-torsion if and only if there exists a 
flnitel)l generated submodule M’ C_ M such that m E M and M’ISM’ is C(S)- 
torsion. 
(b) IJ M is jkitely generated, then M is r(S)-torsion if and only if 
M/SM is C(S)-torsion. 
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Proof (a) Assume that the element m E M is r(S)-torsion. Let M be the 
submodule of M generated by the entries x, = m, x2 ,..., xk of the column 
vector x for which (by assumption) Cx = 0 for some C E T(S). If 
z: M,(R) + Q,(M,JR/S)) is the canonical mapping, then n(C) is invertible 
since C E T(S). It is well known that Qc,(Mk(R/S)) can be realized as 
Mk(Qcl(R/S)), and using this identification there exists a common 
denominator d E C(S) for the entries of n(C))‘. Let C” E M,(R) be a 
matrix such that z(C*) = z(d) n(C)- ‘. Th us C*C=dI+A, where I is the 
identity matrix and A is a matrix with entries in the ideal S. It follows that 
dx + Ax = C*Cx = 0, and so dx = -Ax has entries in SM’. Now M’/SM’ is 
an R/S-module, and the generators ,U, ,..., Fk of M’/SM’ are C(S)-torsion, so 
it follows that M’/SM’ is C(S)-torsion, since C(S) is a left Ore set 
modulo S. 
Conversely, assume that m E M’, where M’ is finitely generated and 
M’/SM’ is C(S)-torsion. Suppose that M’ = C:=, RX;. with x, = m. If 
M’/SM’ is C(S)-torsion, then since M’ is finitely generated there exists a 
single element d E C(S) such that d,u, E SM’ for i = l,.... k. Thus dxi = 
X:-1 aiixi for elements aii E S, and so for the matrix A = (aii). it follows 
that (dl- A)x = 0, where x is the column vector with entries x,‘,..., x’~. Since 
d E C(S) and A has entries in S, the matrix dI - A belongs to T(S), which 
shows that m is r(S)-torsion. 
(b) If M/SM is C(S)-torsion, then M is Z(S)-torsion by part (a). 
Conversely, if M is Z(S)-torsion, then so is M/SM. Since C(S) is a left Ore 
set modulo S. the radicals defined by T(S) and C(S) coincide on R/S- 
modules. and it follows that M/SM is C(S)-torsion. fl 
Let N be the prime radical of the ring R. In [ 2 1, a module R M is said to 
have finite reduced rank if the set of submodules M’ & M such that M/M’ is 
C(N)-torsionfree satisfies both the ascending and descending chain 
conditions. In this case there exists a composition series for such 
submodules, and the length of the composition series is denoted by p(M). 
Since R is left Noetherian, this definition coincides with the one found in (41. 
It is important to note that p is additive on short exact sequences. and that 
p(M) = 0 if and only if M is C(N)-torsion. 
LEMMA (1.2). If T is an ideal of R such that xc E T implies x E T, for 
all c E C(N), then C(N) is a left Ore set module T. 
Proof: Given a E R and c E C(N). consider the epimorphism ,f: R + 
(Rc + T)/T given by f(r) = rc, for all r E R. By assumption, ker(f) = T. so 
R/T= (Rc + T)/T and &R/T) =p((Rc + T)/T). On the other hand, p is 
additive on the exact sequence 
0 ---t (Rc + T)/T- R/T-t R/(Rc + T) --t 0. 
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which forces p(R/(Rc f 7)) = 0. Thus R/(Rc + r) is C(N)-torsion, and so 
there exists d E C(N) such that da E Rc + T, which shows that C(N) is a left 
Ore set modulo T. 1 
For a semiprime ideal S of R, the left (or right) r(S)-torsion ideal of R is 
defined to be the set of left (or right) r(S)-torsion elements of R. In [ 11, a 
two-sided r(S)-torsion ideal is defined by letting t(R) be the set of entries of 
matrices X such that CXD = 0 for matrices C. D E T(S), and then defining 
t,(R) inductively as the inverse image in R of t(R/t,,_,(R)). For a left 
Noetherian ring, this ascending chain terminates after finitely many steps in 
an ideal T which is the smallest ideal whose factor ring is Z(S)-torsionfree 
on both the right and left. This will be called the two-sided r(S)-torsion 
ideal. The next proposition implies that when S = N is the prime radical of 
R. the ascending chain which defines the two-sided r(N)-torsion ideal 
terminates at the second step, and coincides with the kernel of the canonical 
mapping 7: R --t R,(,,,. 
PROPOSITION (1.3). Let N be the prime radical of the ring R. Then the 
following ideals coincide: 
(i) the kernel of the canonical mapping y: R -+ R,.,,,, : 
(ii) the two-sided r(N)-torsion ideal of R; 
(iii) the left C(N)-closure of the right r(N)-torsion ideal of R; 
(iv) the intersection of all two-sided ideals T of R such that C(N) c 
C(T). 
Proof: Let ker(y) = K, and let T,, T, , and T4 denote the ideals defined in 
(ii), (iii), and (iv), respectively. It will be shown that K z T4 G T, s T2 C_ K. 
It is easily checked that C(N) i C(T,), and so by Lemma 1.2, C(N) is a 
left Ore set module T4. Corollary 1.3 of 111 shows that K or T,. since C(N) 
is a left Ore set modulo T4 and R/T, is C(N)-torsionfree. 
To show that T4 G T3, observe that the right r(N)-torsion ideal of R 
satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 1.2, and so it follows that C(N) is a left 
Ore set modulo any larger ideal. (Recall that the C(N)-closure of an ideal T 
is the inverse image in R of the C(N)-torsion submodule of R/T.) Thus C(N) 
is a left Ore set modulo T,, and then it is a left denominator set modulo T, 
since R is left Noetherian. This implies that R/T, is right as well as left 
C(N)-torsionfree, so C(N) G C(T,), and then T4 G T, by the definition of T,. 
If T is the right r(N)-torsion ideal of R, then it is easily seen that T G Tz. 
Since R/T, is r(N)-torsionfree, it is certainly C(N)-torsionfree, and it follows 
that T, contains the C(N)-closure of T. 
Finally, it is obvious from the definition of Tz that T2 G K. 1 
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THEOREM (1.4). Let N be the prime radical of R and let K be the kernel 
of the natural mapping from R into the inversive localization R,(,, ofR at N. 
Then R/K is a left order in a left Artinian ring, and R,(,V, =: Q,,(R/K). 
Proof: By Proposition 1.3 the regularity condition holds in the ring R/K, 
since C(N) G C(K) and N/K is the prime radical of R/K. By [ 1, 
Corollary 1.21, R,(,,,, is isomorphic to the localization of R/K at N/K, which 
is precisely Q,,(R/K). 1 
THEOREM (1.5). Let S be a semiprime ideal of R. Then the inversive 
localization Rro, of R at S is a left Artinian ring if and only if S” G K for 
some positive integer n, where K is the kernel of the natural mapping from R 
into R,,,, . 
Proof Let J be the Jacobson radical of R,(,,. If R,-(,, is left Artinian, 
then J” = (0) for some positive integer n. Since the image of S in Rro, is 
contained in J, this forces S” c K. 
Conversely, suppose that S” c K for some positive integer n. Then S/K is 
the prime radical of R/K, and so R,o, is left Artinian by Theorem 1.4, since 
it is clear from the universal property defining R,,,5, that R, (s, z 
WKhS,K,. 1 
COROLLARY (1.6). (a) If P is a minimal prime ideal of R, then R,.,,,, is a 
left Artinian ring. 
(b) If S is a semiprime ideal of R, then for each positive integer n. the 
inversive localization (RIS”),.,,I,,, is a left Artinian ring. 
Proof: (a) If P is a minimum prime ideal of R. then C(N) z C(P), where 
N is the prime radical of R. It follows that if A is a left ideal of R such that 
R/A is C(P)-torsionfree, then R/A is also C(N)-torsionfree. Since R is left 
Noetherian, it has finite reduced rank, and so in the descending chain 
PI>P2~Ps~~~~,somefactorP”/P”” must be C(P)-torsion. This can also 
be shown by using [ 10, Proposition 1.9 ]. By Propositon 1.1, this implies that 
P” is r(P)-torsion, so P” is contained in the kernel of the mapping from R 
into R rtpJ, and thus Rr,,, is left Artinian by Theorem 1.5. 
(b) This follows immediately from either Theorem 1.4 or 1.5. 1 
A second proof of part (a) of Corollary 1.6 can be given by using [ 1, 
Proposition 1.7 J. It follows from that proposition that R,(,, is a 
homomorphic image of R,.(,V, whenever P is a minimal prime ideal. 
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2. GOLDIE'S LOCALIZATION 
For commutative Noetherian ring R. the nth symbolic power P’“’ of a 
prime ideal P is defined as the contraction in R of the extension of P” to the 
local ring R,. This property of the symbolic powers can be preserved in the 
noncommutative case if R,, is replaced by the inversive localization R,.(,,,. It 
will be shown in Lemma 2.3 that the symbolic powers defined below agree 
with those defined by Goldie in 171. when R is right as well as left 
Noetherian. 
DEFINITION (2.1). Let S be a semiprime ideal of R. For a positive 
integer n, the nth symbolic power S (‘I of S will be defined as the intersection 
of all two-sided ideals T of R such that S” & T and C(S) g C(T). 
PROPOSITION (2.2). Let S be a semiprime ideal of R, let 1: R + R,,,, be 
the natural mapping, and let J denote the Jacobson radical of R,,o,. For an?- 
positice integer n, the following conditions hold: 
(a) Scn) =/z ‘((;C(S’))), 
(b) SS’“’ & S’” ’ ‘), 
(c) J” = (/I(,!?)). 
Proof For an ideal T of R, the notation (i(T)) is used to denote the 
two-sided ideal of R,,,s, generated by the subset l(T). 
(a) Since S/S” is the prime radical of R/S”, Proposition 1.3 shows that 
S’“’ is the kernel of the natural homomorphism A,,: R + (R/S’7),-,,5 \,,) given 
by the composition of the projection from R onto R/S” and the natural 
mapping of R/S” into the inversive localization at its prime radical. It 
follows from 16, Theorem 3.2 1 that (R/S”),-o;,s,,, z R, ,,5,/(A(S”)). and thus 
S(“’ is the kernel of the mapping R + Rr,,, + Rr,s,/(l(S”)), which verifies 
part (a). This also shows that (A(S”)) = (A(S”“)). 
(b) Let T, be the inverse image in R of the right f(S) torsion ideal of 
R/S”. Thus T, consists of entries of row vectors x such that for some matrix 
C E f(S), the vector XC has entries in S”. It is easy to see that ST,, G T,, _, . 
It follows from Lemma 1.2 that C(S) is a left Ore set modulo T, , , Let 
x E SC”) and s E S. Then by Proposition 1.3 there exists c E C(S) such that 
cx E T,. Using the Ore condition modulo T, + , , there exist d E C(S) and 
aERsuchthatds=ac+t,wheretET,,i,.Nowac=ds-tES.soaES 
since c E C(S). Thus, 
d(sx) = acx + tx E ST,, + T,, _ , or T,, i , . 
which shows that sx E SC”* ‘I. and so SS”” z S”” ‘I. 
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(c) Since .I = (l(S)), it follows immediately that n(S”) 5 J”, and thus 
(1(S”)) c J”. On the other hand, by [ 9, Corollary 2.61, the Jacobson radical 
of (R/Sn),-,S,Sn, has index of nilpotence n, since the prime radical S/S” of 
R/S” has index of nilpotence n. Since R,.,,,/(I,(S”)) is isomorphic to 
WWr,,wt, 5 this implies that J” 2 (n(S’)). 1 
Given a prime ideal P and an ideal T of a Noetherian ring R, the two- 
sided C(P)-closure K(T) of T is defined as the intersection of all ideals A of 
R such that R/A is left and right C(P)-torsionfree. By [ 9, Proposition 2.35 ] 
this is equivalent to the closure operator defined by Goldic in [ 71. and it can 
also be defined as the left C(P)-closure of the right C(P)-closure of T. For 
any positive integer n, the left symbolic powers H,, of the prime ideal P are 
defined by Goldie [ 71 as follows: H, = K(P) = P, and by induction, H,, = 
K(PH,.- ,). For a Noetherian ring, by [ 7, Theorem 4.3 ] the left symbolic 
powers of P coincide with the right symbolic powers (defined 
symmetrically). 
LEMMA (2.3). Let R be a Noetherian ring, and let P be a prime ideal of 
R. Then Pen’ = H,, for any positive integer n. 
ProojI By [ 7, Theorem 4.3 ], C(P) = C(H,). so it follows from the 
definition of PC”’ that PC”’ c H,. 
On the other hand, H, is the two-sided C(P)-closure of PH,, , By 
definition, PC” = P = H, , so assume inductively that PC’- ” = H,, , Then 
PHn , = pp- ” s p(n), and since C(P) c C(P”‘j), it follows from the 
definition of H, that H,, 5 PC’). 1 
Assume that R is Noetherian, and let P be a prime ideal of R. F;or each 
positive integer n, let Q, be the Artinian classical ring of quotients of R/P’“‘. 
Then Q, = Rrcp,I(W(“‘)), and so there is a canonical epimorphism 
Q .+,-Q,, for n-l,2 ,.... Let Q be the inverse limit of the rings (Q, }i , 
^ under these epimorphisms, and let p: R --f Q be the induced homomorphism. 
Goldie’s localization Q of R at P is defined as the intersection of all subrings 
Q’ of Q such that Q’/J(Q’) is simple Artinian, fl:-, J(Q’)’ = (0), 
p(R) z Q’ and p(P) E J(Q’) Y& J(Q). The proof of [ 8, Theorem 1) shows that 
Q/J(Q) = Q,,(R/P), Cl:-, J(Q)” = (01, and P’“) =p”‘CJ<QY’). 
THEOREM (2.4). Let P be a prime ideal of the Noetherian ring R, with 
inversive localization R,(,, , and let Q denote Goldie’s localization of R at P. 
Then Q z R , &-I~~, J”, ,h u ere J is the Jacobson radical of Rro,. 
Proof: Using the notation defined above. the isomorphisms 
R,.,,,/(/Z(P”)) z Q, induce a unique homomorphism 71: R,,,,, + Q. The image 
n(J) is contained in the maximal ideal of 0, and so n(R,.,,,) 7 Q by the 
definition of Q. On the other hand, Q/J(Q) is isomorphic to Qc,(R/P)., and so 
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the definition of R ,(p) yields a unique homomorphism from R,.,,, into Q. 
This homomorphisms must be rr, by the uniqueness of rr, and so it follows 
that $R,.(,,) F Q. Thus rr is an epimorphism, and it is clear that ker(n) = 
n;-, J”, since J” = (A(F)). I 
COROLLARY (2.5). Let P be a prime ideal of the Noetherian ring R, with 
. 
inoerstve localtzatzon Rro,, and let Q denote Goldie’s localization of R at P. 
(a) Q z R,.(,,, - 0;: , J” = (0), where J = J(R,,,,). 
(b) Q = Rr,,q if P is a minimal prime ideal of R. 
Proof. Part (a) is obvious, and part (b) then follows from 
Corollary 1.6. 1 
Let S be a semiprime ideal of R, and let @: R --f R’ be a ring 
homomorphism. Then R’/J(R’) will be said to be naturally isomorphic to 
Q,,(R/S) if S = & ‘(J(R’)) and the induced homomorphism $: R/S + 
R’/J(R’) defines the embedding of R/S in its classical ring of left quotients. 
The inversive localization Rr(,s, has been shown to be the ring universal with 
respect to the property that R,.(,5,/J(R,,,S,) is naturally isomorphic to 
Q,,(R/S). The next theorem shows that Goldie’s localization can be charac- 
terized as the ring universal with respect to both this property and the 
property that the intersection of powers of the Jacobson radical is zero. 
THEOREM (2.6). Let P be a prime ideal of the Noetherian ring R, and let 
Q denote Goldie’s localization of R at P, with the canonical mapping 
p: R + Q. If 4: R + R’ is a ring homomorphism such that R’/J(R’) is 
naturally isomorphic to QC,(R/P) and n,J=, J(R’)” = (0), then there exists a 
unique homomorphism #*: Q + R’ such that #*p = @. 
ProoJ: By [ 1, Theorem 1.1) there exists a unique homomorphism 
I$‘: R,.,,,, -+ R’, with d’(J(R,.,,,)) c J(R’). By assumption, n:-, J(R’)” = (0). 
and so 4’ factors through R ,.,,,, /n,l , J(R, ,,,, )“. which is naturally 
isomorphic to Q by Theorem 2.4. Utilizing this isomorphism yields the 
desired homomorphism @*: Q + R’. m 
The results given in this paper do not require that R is left Noetherian. Let 
R be any ring with prime radical N. Then R is said to have finite reduced 
rank (on the left) if the image of R has finite length in the quotient category 
cogenerated by the injective envelope E(R/N) of K (R/N). By [ 2, Theorem 11, 
the following conditions are equivalent: (1) R has finite reduced rank; (2) the 
set of left annihilators of subsets of E(R/N) satisfies the ascending chain 
condition; (3) (i) R/N is a left Goldie ring, (ii) Nk is C(N)-torsion for some 
positive integer k, and (iii) for any left annihilator A of a subset of E(R/N). 
the module ,(R/A) has finite uniform dimension. 
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Proposition 1.1 holds with no restrictions on R. while Lemma 1.2. 
Proposition 1.3, and Theorem 1.4 hold for any ring with finite reduced rank. 
with some minor changes in the proofs. In Lemma 1.2 it is easily seen that, 
in fact, C(N) is a left denominator set modulo T, not just a left Ore set. In 
the proof of Proposition 1.3, it is shown that C(N) is a left Ore set module 
T,, and then it follows from the fact that R is left Noetherian that C(N) is a 
left denominator set modulo T,. By [ 12, Chap. II, Proposition 1.5 1, to show 
this it is only necessary to verify that R/T3 satisfies the ascending chain 
condition on left annihilators. This follows from the fact that R/T, is C(N)- 
torsionfree on the left and R has finite reduced rank. 
The remaining results of the paper remain valid under the assumption that 
each factor ring of R has finite reduced rank, for example, if R has Krull 
dimension on the left. Goldie’s construction can be given for any semiprime 
ideal of such a ring, and the resulting localization is then a homomorphic 
image of the inversive localization, as before. 
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